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M - Mindset

The Mindset of Those Who Succeed At This

Make their goals, health and well being a priority

Avoid making excuses

Put time aside for meal planning or meal preparation

Get in consistently for training sessions and do not go AWOL for weeks at a time

Partake in this weekly call or have attended our groups in person

Return to the group when they know things are not going in the right direction

Moderate eating out and drinking sessions

Are aware of the 'pitfalls' along the way, and can take action to prevent relapse

Are honest with themselves

Keep themselves accountable, long-term

Love the new, healthier them

Distance themselves from 'the crabs' (where possible – family can be crabs)

See the value in getting coaching rather than just looking for 'a workout' at the bargain gym (are willing to 
invest in themselves rather than spending on trashing their health)

A – Accountability Elsewhere

In order to get people progressing and taking action in many aspects of life, not just for sticking to 
nutritional changes, accountability exists or has been increased.

Other areas in your life where you are held accountable:

Essay submission deadlines
A board in the office that is visible for all, where your results are clearly displayed (sales teams)
Tax return deadline (with heavy penalties for late submission)
Parking fine doubling in price if unpaid within 14 days
Reporting to the boss
Progress reviews at work
Note to file/file notes for lateness etc
Report card at school
Weekly coaching group calls on coaching programmes
Accountability buddies
Being asked at this group how you've got on this week
Weekly weigh ins
ID badges with name and ID number clearly displayed, plus expiry date
Clocking on and off for a shift

All of these are in place for a reason – because accountability works. 



Are you being accountable to the highest level? Are you being resistant to the process?

N – Nutrition

http://www.bodyrock.tv/weight-loss/18-reasons-youre-losing-weight/ 

18 Reasons Why You're Not Losing Weight – Natalie Roberts

Despite your best efforts, are you confused about why you aren’t losing weight?

Although I’ve referred to it as losing weight, the number on the scale is not important. What matters is 
what your tape measure says, and how your clothes fit.

Here are 18 reasons why you may not be achieving the results you had hoped for:

1. You are eating too much fruit

Although eating fruit as a snack is a much better option than reaching for a bag of crisps, the sugar in fruit
(like all carbohydrates) gets broken down into glucose, and excess glucose in your body is stored as fat.

Don’t let this stop you from consuming fruit; simply opt for fruits high in antioxidants, like berries.

2. You are doing too much cardio (and not enough weight training)

Cardio is great for burning fat, but on its own it’s not enough. Weight training (obviously) helps you to build
muscle, and by building muscle your body has to burn calories, which in turn boosts your metabolism. The
higher your metabolism, the more calories you are burning…even while you aren’t active.

3. You aren’t getting enough sleep

We are all guilty of this; in modern society sleep is often overlooked, but it is essential to energize your 
body. There have even been research journals claiming that the biggest spike in fat burning hormones 
occurs during deep sleep.

4. You are not eating enough fat

Yes, you read that correctly, and no, I haven’t lost my mind. Fat is often seen as “the devil”, but good fats 
are vital for your heart; fats found in foods such as fish, nuts, eggs and avocados. The consumption of 
healthy fats increases energy and prompts the body to burn stored fat for fuel.

5. Your alcohol consumption is high

We all have different preferences for our alcohol intake, but if yours is high then it could be sabotaging 
your weight loss. Your body can’t store alcohol, so it metabolizes it immediately. This may sound great, 
but while your body is focusing on processing the alcohol, your metabolism won’t be working as efficiently 
on other foods that you’ve eaten; like breaking down carbohydrates and fat. This means that those 
calories will be converted into fat, and stored in your body.
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6. You are just relying on exercise

It is a common belief that if you exercise then it makes it acceptable for you to eat more. Sadly this isn’t 
true. Many people “reward” themselves for going out for a run by eating an extra slice of cake for 
example. Exercising is great for burning calories and building muscle, but if you increase your calorific 
intake then you aren’t going to see any improvement in your body. Working out will build your muscle, but 
unless you eat healthier, then you will never get to see that muscle.

You could do 1,000 crunches per day, but if you don’t adopt a clean eating lifestyle, then those abs will 
stay hidden.

7. You aren’t being consistent

We all have good intentions when starting a new workout and healthy eating regime, but many of us let it 
slip from time to time. Nobody is perfect; I am yet to meet anyone who has completely given up all treats, 
for example. But if you are repeatedly finding yourself “falling off the wagon” then this could be a big factor
in to why you aren’t losing weight.

Once you have been exercising regularly your body will actually adapt and accept the new routine, so you
will find that you begin to crave exercise, and will be much less likely to skip workouts.

Your exercising and clean eating must be consistent for you to see results; giving up and starting over 
won’t stop you from achieving your goals, but it will take a lot longer. If you find yourself craving something
“bad” and you eat it, don’t let that take you off your path. Get straight back on track, and you will thank 
yourself for not giving up.

8. You aren’t eating enough

This may sound insane, but you will actually struggle to lose weight if you don’t eat enough. Lowering 
your calorific intake by a moderate amount is necessary to lose weight, but lowering it drastically can 
actually cause you to gain weight. If you don’t eat enough then your body effectively goes into starvation 
mode, and begins to hold on to the fat that remains in your body for fear of needing it to survive.

9. Your diet isn’t clean

It’s fairly simple to eat less food. However, if you are cutting your food intake but still eating junk then you 
will struggle to lose weight. It’s important to ensure that your diet is clean; so no processed foods. A clean 
eating plan is the best way to lose weight, but this must be a permanent lifestyle change. Adopting a clean
eating diet for just a few months will see you lose weight, but if you decide to resort back to eating 
processed foods, etc, then you will soon regain that weight.

For more information on clean eating, check out my post about the basics of clean eating.

10. You are a fan of “diet” foods

These foods fool many people, simply because they have the word “diet” in their name. The majority of 
diet foods contain MSG (monosodium glutamate), which is a chemical that causes insulin levels to rise, 
resulting in your body storing fat. This could mean that consuming diet foods may actually cause you to 
gain weight.

Diet foods may often be low in calories, but they are usually high in artificial sugars and “bad” fats.
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11. You’ve kept your “fat clothes”

If you have already managed to drop a dress size, then one of the worst things you can do is to keep your
“fat clothes”. By holding on to them, you are effectively allowing yourself to gain that weight back, because
deep down you know that those clothes will always be there.

Get rid of them; donate them to charity, and once they are out of your life you will feel more inclined to 
keep the weight off because you won’t have those clothes to easily fall back in to.

12. You eat without thinking

These days it’s so easy to find yourself eating your meals while watching TV, or checking your phone, but 
this could actually be harming your weight loss goals. When your mind is occupied on something else, 
you often don’t even realize what you are eating. We’ve all done this at the cinema for example; you’re 
watching a film, and before you know it you’ve scoffed the whole box of popcorn.

Eat your meals at the table away from any technology that could distract you. Focus on what you are 
eating, and enjoy it. This way you will feel much more satisfied, simply because you are actually aware 
that you are eating.

13. You don’t allow yourself a cheat day

Whether you have a cheat day, or allow yourself one small daily treat, this is a vital part of weight loss. 
You may think it’s crazy to allow yourself to eat “bad” foods while trying to lose weight, but if you don’t do 
this, then you will find that one day you crave everything so badly that you basically scoff far more than 
you would’ve felt comfortable with. Allowing yourself small regular treats is a great way to stay focused 
without depriving yourself.

14. People around you aren’t on the same healthy path

It can be difficult to follow a clean eating diet if those around you aren’t doing the same. Nobody is 
expecting you to force your family to change their eating habits (although if they’re particularly bad habits, 
a little nudge in the right direction wouldn’t hurt). Just letting them know that you will need support on this 
journey can really make a difference.

It’s really hard to focus on eating healthily if everyone else in your house is gorging on treats, but it is 
possible. Just stay focused and remember why you are on this path, and ask for support.

15. You don’t drink enough water

Water is the best thing to drink for hydration and (you guessed it) weight loss. Water does actually fill you 
up, so even just having a glass before a meal could help you to not eat too much. The recommended 
daily intake of fluid is 1.6 litres for women, and 2 litres for men. Cold water has even been found to speed 
up the metabolism…do you really need any more reasons to drink it!?

16. You are a fan of fad diets

Fad diets are terrible for weight loss. Although you may lose weight initially (which is often just water 
retention leaving the body), it will all pile back on when the diet finishes. See my recent article on why you 
should ditch the fad diets. The best diet, as mentioned before, is to adopt a clean and healthy eating 
lifestyle.
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17. You are too stressed

Everybody gets stressed, but if you are particularly stressed then it can actually interfere with your weight 
loss. Stress triggers the production of cortisol (the stress hormone) in your body, and if too much of this is 
released then it can actually interfere with testosterone, which is the hormone responsible for building and
maintaining muscle. A decrease in muscle mass leads to a reduced metabolism, which burns calories at a
slower rate.

18. You are expecting too much too soon

Weight loss takes time; despite the unrealistic claims from many fad diets and some exercise equipment 
companies, there is not a quick fix. You need to exercise regularly and eat healthy, and you will see 
improvements. This may not happen for a few weeks, or even months, but it will happen.

Don’t expect miracles; don’t be upset if you measure yourself after one week and don’t see a difference 
because it takes time. Don’t get disheartened because, once you start to see results it will be one of the 
best feelings ever. Keep going, and remember that you get out of this what you put in.

E – Exercise

The Next Big Thing

You will come across lots of new 'workouts', slimming products (just this week I saw 'slimming teas' 
advertised) fitness classes and various other forms of exercise over the coming years. Some will have 
attractive titles such as 'Fat Burn Extreme' or similar. Some may claim that they burn up huge amounts of 
calories in a very short period of time.

You will also come across lots more 'low sugar' products now that the spotlight is firmly on sugar as the 
cause of obesity. (We've been preaching this for many years now).

Food supplements and energy drinks will expand in number while people continue to get bigger and more
sick.

Pharmaceutical companies will release many different products to tackle the obesity epidemic, as they 
know that a pill to cure obesity would be worth billions. Different type of performance enhancement drugs 
will also continue to increase. At one time athletes only took steroids. Now it's steroids, growth hormone, 
insulin, EPO and cortisol, amongst other things.

However, despite whatever the marketing tells you about any type of workout, food product or anything 
else, there is no 'Next Big Thing'.

As far as exercise is concerned, a squat is a squat is a squat, no matter what way you try to dress it up.
Exercise is really just movement, and all of the basic movements are already incorporated into various 
workouts, so there really is no new 'workout' or 'fitness' that will take things to a new level, or produce 
amazing results.

The good news, however, is that you don't need any 'next big thing'. You already have everything that you 
could possibly need right now. You have amazing sources of protein (eggs, nuts, fish, meats) so you don't 
need 'the next big thing' in supplements. You already have great workouts that work everything from top to
toe, so you don't need 'the next big thing' when it comes to fitness or working out. You already have 
vegetables, kindly supplied by nature, that give you all of the nutrients that your body could ever need, so 
you don't need supplements or pills ore medications. You already have complete access to wonderfully 
healthy foods, so you don't need to be going to a doctor to get pills and potions to solve illnesses that you 
are massively less likely to suffer from, if you eat the healthy foods and avoid the unhealthy ones as much



of the time as possible.

So forget about 'the next big thing' and start focusing on doing 'the right things' each and every meal, 
each and every day, and you'll get everything that you could want from this programme, and will be 
looking and feeling amazing.


